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Market Overview 
Last Friday, the Hong Kong stock market advanced, driven by the rally in 
China financial sector and Alibaba-SW (9988 HK). News highlighted that 
Ant Group plans to increase the valuation target for its IPO to at least 
USD280b due to strong demand, charging ahead with the sale even as the 
Trump administration weighs restrictions on the Chinese Fintech giant 
despite recent hurdles. The Hang Seng Index closed at 24,386pts 
(+228pts) with a turnover of HKD113b. Capital chased the laggard, China 
bank sector surged at the range of 3-6% last Friday. Today, a series of 
China economic data will be released, including 3Q GDP (consensus of 
+5.2%), Sept industrial production (consensus of +5.8%), Sept retail sales 
(consensus of +1.8%) and Sept fixed asset investment (consensus of 
+0.8%). For Alibaba-SW, the company is going to invest c.USD3.6b in 
respect of Sun Art (6808 HK), which will raise its aggregate stake to 
c.72%. This transaction demonstrates Alibaba’s new retail strategy by 
further integrating online and offline resources in China’s retail sector. 

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Anta Sports (2020 HK) 
Anta reported 3Q20 operating updates: (1) Anta brand: Retail sales recorded LSD growth in 3Q20 (vs LSD 
decline in 2Q20); (2) Fila brand: Retail sales grew 20-25% YoY with online sales growing close to 90% yoy 
from a lower base. Its management maintained its confident view about the continuous improvement into 
4Q20 with initial positive trends during the Golden Week holidays with 30-40% sales growth. Its 
management will further enhance its online strategies, focusing on store upgrade/optimization and 
targets the inventory normalization by end of the year. 
 
Nexteer Auto (1316 HK) 
According to the company, the North America market saw solid demand during 3Q20 with 4m light-vehicle 
production volume, up 190% QoQ. The Europe, South America and Middle-East (EMEASA) market combined 
produced 10.7m light vehicles, up 104% QoQ. Revenue growth of Nexteer in these two markets was in line 
with the overall trend, according to management. Valuation-wise, the name is trading at 2021E PER of 
7.2x, lower than its past-3-year average of 12x. Market expects Nexteer to recover further in 4Q20E given 
solid demand in the U.S. for full-sized trucks and new EV/ADAS opportunities that Nexteer can build on to 
capture market share. 
 
BOC Aviation (2588 HK) 
The company remains its target to deliver 70 aircraft this year, although recognizing that this is a stretch 
target and that there remains some uncertainty given the impact of Covid-19 on OEM production, as well 
as the timing of the MAX re-certification. For 2021 and beyond, BOCA continues to look at purchase-and-
leaseback opportunities that are coming to market. Facing the uncertainty in business recovery of 
international air travel business, there will be a risk of airline bankruptcies or restructurings, which could 
impact BOCA’s cash flows and aircraft/equity value.  
 
CG Services (6098 HK) 
CG Services announced its acquisition of a 70% stake in Manguo Kangjie, which focuses on providing urban 
and rural environmental sanitation services, at a consideration of not more than RMB2.45b. The 
consideration for the acquisition is based on the performance guarantee for Manguo Kangjie, with 2020 
operating revenue of at least RMB2.4b and net profit of at least RMB220m, representing PER of 15.9x and 
PSR of 1.46x, which should be a reasonable valuation compared to its peers’ c.30x PER. In addition, there 
is guarantee on Manguo Kangjie’s FY20-23E operating revenue and net profit CAGR at 22% and 20%, 



respectively. Via the acquisition, this will enhance CG Service’s 2021-22E revenue and earnings by around 
3-8% and help CG Services’ expansion into the urban services segment. 
 
SMIC (981 HK) 
SMIC revised up its 3Q20 revenue guidance to up 14-16% QoQ (vs. up 1-3% QoQ previously), and gross 
profit margin guidance to 23-25% (vs. 19-21% previously). Market believes the stronger 3Q20 revenue 
could be driven by 14nm for Huawei’s smartphone chips, favorable mix in 8” fabs, and one-off items in 
“other revenue”. However, its share price only was up 0.8% last Friday. Some analysts believed SMIC's 
3Q20 earnings will be peak in the near term, looking into 4Q20E, its revenue and net profit are expected 
to decline given that there may be no/ low revenue from Huawei after 4Q20E. The company will report 
3Q20 results on 11 Nov. Investors have to keep an eye on any updates for US trade restrictions, 14nm/N+1 
progress, capex guidance, and 4Q20/21E outlook. 
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